
Meeting rooms are always in demand, create 
more quiet meeting spaces with shared walls to 
utilise the space to its full potential.

TEAM | LET’S CONNECT
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This pod system takes its name from lead product designer Phil Hooton. 
Hoozone has improved acoustic development (rated at 36dB noise 
reduction) and updated aesthetic architecture. 

To achieve the improved acoustics it has 22mm double glazed 
panels, 8mm glazed doors, 55mm sound absorbing upholstered panels 
and 52mm sound absorbing ceiling tiles. The holistic design includes 
an integrated facilities arch housing the PIR operated LED strip lighting 
and air circulation systems, ideal for achieving the client’s agile working 
goals. Alongside the benefit of flexibility, with Hoozone being able to 
be manufactured to any millimetre increment and with a dedicated new 
colourful RAL palette to bring softer, calming colours into the workspace, 
it will be the perfect personalised addition for collaborative spaces. 

HOOZONE | NEXT GENERATION
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With 36dB rating our phone booths create the 
private haven required for those important calls as 
well as minimising noise pollution and disturbance to 
colleagues. 

PHONE BOOTH | LET’S TALK

RATED AT 
36DB NOISE 
REDUCTION 
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The modern open plan office has seen the rise in the demand for single phone 
booths due to the necessity to find a quiet, focused space for a call. Rather than 
occupy a meeting pod or a side room, a phone booth offers a simple, acoustic 
solution with the small 1m2 footprint, making it an ideal space saving addition to 
the office. 
The phone booth is supplied as a complete unit with sound absorbing panels and 
ceiling, an integrated MFMDF black floor, and dual air circulator fans for optimised 
air flow. Available in a multitude of finishes to complement the surroundings or 
stand out as a focal product. 

Create the right level of visual privacy by incorporating 
manifestations on the swing glazed door, and enhancing 
with a door lock.

SOLO | FOCUSED CALL 

HOOZONE | PHONE BOOTHS
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Phone booths can be enhanced by adding seating, 
shelves, power, door manifestations and outer 
cladding for your complete solution.  

SOLO | FOCUSED WORK 
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AIR CIRCULATION
Add to any Hoozone 
pod. Concealed fans 
supplied in phone 
booths

POWER 1 GANG 
Flush mount power and 
data modules can be 
added to new or existing 
posts

DESKTOP 
Integrated 25mm 
MFC desktops can be 
mounted to posts and 
panels

TV BRACKETS 
Add TV brackets to 
existing or new posts

POWER 3 GANG 
Flush mount power and 
data modules can be 
added to new or existing 
posts

PIP UNIT
Pip power modules can 
be added to posts or 
desktops

CLADDING 
18mm MFC exterior 
cladding available in 
multiple finishes (straight 
walls only)

POWER 4 GANG  
Flush mount power and 
data modules can be 
added to new or existing 
posts

POWER 2 GANG  
Flush mount power and 
data modules can be 
added to new or existing 
posts

SHELVES
Integrated 25mm MFC 
shelves can be mounted 
to posts and panels

REMOTE CONTROL
Dimmable remote 
controlled lighting 

DOOR LOCK
Sliding door lock 
available

SLOW CLOSE
Add to sliding doors for 
a gentle slow close

MANIFESTATIONS
Stripes and bespoke 
manifestations available 
on glazed panels

WRITEABLE MAGNETIC 
GLASS
Hang magnetic writeable 
glass inside pods

DOOR LOCK 
Hinge door lock 
available

SOUND ABSORBING 
CEILING & COVER
52mm soft feel ceiling tiles 
upholstered in light grey

DUAL LED STRIP LIGHTING 
High output-low voltage, 
diffused, dual LED strip lighting 

SHELF
25mm thick MFC or plywood 
integrated shelf with bracket

SWING DOOR
Clear glazed swing door

INTEGRATED FLOOR 
Black MCMDF floor 

SOUND ABSORBING 
PANELS
55mm soft feel sound 
absorbing panels
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HOOZONE | EXTRAS
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With open plan working it is important to have focused 
solo spaces and meeting pods, Hoozone is available 
in all shapes and sizes to accommodate your agile 
working requirements. 

HOOZONE | DEFINE YOUR SPACE
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Meet in comfort with our Greet pod, equipped with integrated deluxe back seating 
and a 25mm thick MFC desktop. Featuring a central glazed swing door, facilities 
arch housing the PIR operated LED strip lighting and air circulation systems, and 
an integrated ceiling cover. The designated back post allows you to upgrade 
your meeting pod with flush mounted sockets including power, Data, USB charge, 
HDMI and TV brackets.  
Maintaining the flexible nature, the Greet pod can be adapted and manufactured 
to specified sizes to suit your requirements. 

HOOZONE | GREET POD

Personalise to suit you with options to switch out the 
integrated furniture for loose meeting furniture, add 
beautiful cladded panels to the outside or incorporate 
corporate branding through manifestations.

TEAM | LET’S MEET 
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For a softer, more natural aesthetic, MFC cladding, 
flouted or plain, can be added to the outer walls of 
straight Hoozone pods. Or create a new dynamic 
space by adding full white boards to the outside or 
inside of the pods. 

HOOZONE | CLADDING
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Micro pods create the perfect retreat for focused tasks, with a footprint of 2000mm 
x 1466mm, they create the ideal office space or mini meeting room. Available with 
an integrated desktop and the ability to add flush mounted sockets into the existing 
facilities arch as well as an 8mm sliding glass door to minimise the corridor space 
required to fit the pod. 

Benefitting a choice of panel finishes, an integral facilities arch housing the PIR 
operated LED strip lighting and air circulation systems, and an integrated ceiling 
cover. Offering the ultimate flexibility through design, footprint, finishes and 
accessory options, Hoozone can create a timeless meeting space tailored to you.

HOOZONE | MICRO PODS

Hoozone panels offer a variety of finishes 
including, 22mm double glazed units, 55mm 
sound absorbing upholstered panels available 
in a large variety of fabrics, dry wipe panels and 
even panels with blinds. 

As standard all Hoozone pods come with a 
thought out, integrated ceiling cover as all wiring 
is housed in the facilities arch.

HOOZONE | FINISHES HOOZONE | CEILING COVER
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Hoozone is all about flexibility and therefore isn’t restricted to a set size, 
it can be designed to the exact height, width and depth required down 
to the mm*.

*Max height 2200mm

HOOZONE | DESIGNED FOR YOU...

...DOWN TO THE MILLIMETRE
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Having an inviting, prioritised space for collaboration is a necessity in most 
working environments, to boost productivity and encourage people to naturally 
connect. Hoozone team meeting booths, offering a 36dB rating, can be designed 
to give the right level of privacy and formality required, benefitting a choice of 
panel finishes and the integral facilities arch housing the PIR operated LED strip 
lighting and air circulation systems, and an integrated ceiling cover. Offering 
the ultimate flexibility through design, footprint, finishes and accessory options, 
Hoozone can create a timeless meeting space tailored to you.

Add media and power options to the existing facilities arch 
or add a designated power post into a pod wall, with full 
cable management. 

TEAM | VIDEO CONFERENCING 

HOOZONE | QUAD PODS
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Hoozone pods can be the perfect addition to 
the agile working space. 

TEAM | LET’S COLLABORATE
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Creating a softer aesthetic with the curved walls, the Circular pod is the preferred 
choice for meeting pods central to the office space, to still encourage the natural 
flow of the space. Offered in a standard footprint of 3000mm diameter for the 
circular pod, but still maintaining the flexibility with the height and available to 
create loop or half loop pods.  
Benefitting a choice of panel finishes and the integral facilities arch housing the 
PIR operated LED strip lighting and air circulation systems, and an integrated 
ceiling cover. Offering the ultimate flexibility through design, footprint, finishes and 
accessory options, Hoozone can create a timeless meeting space tailored to you.

Having ample spaces to meet encourages creativity, 
brainstorming and natural innovation within the team. 

TEAM | LET’S INNOVATE

HOOZONE | CIRCULAR POD
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To create multiple meeting rooms whilst maintaining maximum space, Hoozone 
with shared walls is a great solution. With the flexibility to manufacture to any mm 
increments, the footprint can be tailored to suit the environment to its full potential.
Benefitting a choice of panel finishes and the integral facilities arch housing the 
PIR operated LED strip lighting and air circulation systems, and an integrated 
ceiling cover. Offering the ultimate flexibility through design, footprint, finishes and 
accessory options, Hoozone can create a timeless meeting space tailored to you.

HOOZONE | SHARED WALLS

Enhance your meeting space with magnetic glass 
writeable panels or full dry wipe panels which can be 
added to the pod walls. 

TEAM | LET’S BRAINSTORM
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MINI PIR
Operates lighting and air 
circulation units 

CEILING COVER
Hoozone integrated 
ceiling cover and 
concealed wiring

HINGE DOOR HANDLE 
Double sided silver latch 
handle supplied 

SLIDING DOOR 
HANDLE 
Brushed satin pull 
handle supplied

MFC FLOOR 
Integrated black MFC 
floor on phone booth 
only

CEILING COVER 
Phone booth integrated 
ceiling cover with 
concealed wiring and 
fans

DUAL LED STRIP 
LIGHTING
integrated into facilities 
arch

IEC SOCKET
Lighting power lead exit

INTERNAL VENT 
if air circulation is added,  
two internal vents on 
the arch

CABLE PORT
For power exit if power 
modules are added

FINISHES | FRAMEWORK

WHITE

GRAPHITE

BLACK

CORAL

SILVER

SAGE

MANIFESTATIONS
Double row of 
opal frosted spot 
manifestations on glazed 
panels

DOOR GUIDE BRACKET 
Guide bracket for sliding 
doors

HOOZONE | FINAL TOUCHES

SOUND ABSORBING CEILING & COVER
52mm soft feel ceiling tiles upholstered in light grey

DUAL LED STRIP LIGHTING 
High output-low voltage, diffused, dual LED strip 
lighting 

TV & POWER POST
Additional post for power sockets and TV mounting 

MANIFESTATIONS
Double row of Opal frosted spots as standard

DESKTOP
25mm thick MFC or plywood integrated desktops

FACILITIES ARCH
Houses lighting and air circulation and any power 
requirements. Full cable management within arch

SLIDING DOOR
8mm thick glass sliding door 

DOUBLE SIDED PULL HANDLE
Brushed satin pull handle for sliding door 
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t: +44 (0) 0845 078 0324
e: interiors@quillsuk.co.uk 
w: www.quillsinteriors.co.uk




